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Buyer beware – suggestions below are based on my best experience but are likely not “the truth”.  
Other carvers, instructors, authors, manufacturers and suppliers all have their own experiences and 
frequently come up with different suggestions, or at least biases 

These notes are intended to help beginning carvers make better investment decisions as they purchase 
their initial tools. 

Online and Print Resources – The Chris Pye course book has a section on tools that you should read.  
Besides his, there are other authors.  Woodcarving Illustrated Magazine ran a two-part series that I 
highly recommend you read: 
 
http://woodcarvingillustrated.com/blog/2017/04/18/all-about-chisels-gouges-and-v-tools-part-1/ 
http://woodcarvingillustrated.com/blog/2017/04/20/all-about-chisels-gouges-and-v-tools-part-2/ 

Choice #1 – Handles 

 I initially invested a fair amount of money in palm handled tools, and I now wish I hadn’t. I 
would rather have invested in long handled, mallet-ready ones.  Many, many carvers only use palm tools 
and are happy and very productive with them.  For me, I could have done most of what I started doing 
using long handled tools, and it would have saved me money.  Classical carving is usually done with long 
handled tools, but they aren’t they only ones out there. 

 Besides palm and long, there are micro tools, power options, and knives. 

 Long handles also come in two main sizes – standard and mid.  The mid ones are shorter and not 
intended for much mallet work, if any at all.  They are a very convenient size for doing some work and 
have their place. 

Choice #2 – Sets or Singles 

 The prevailing wisdom is to not buy a set with a lot of chisels, but rather buy individual tools.  I 
generally believe this, but there are important counterexamples, where sets are sometimes highly 
discounted, and you can get many that you need plus some extras.  The Master Carver and Schaaf sets 
below might fall into this category. 

Choice #3 – Money versus Time 

 Generally, you get what you pay for, and with carving tools that usually means you spend more 
money for pre-sharpened tools with better steel that will hold an edge longer.  If you have the skills, the 
sharpening equipment and the time to sharpen, you can save a fair amount of money by buying less 
expensive tools.  If money is not a big consideration, buy the best and save yourself a lot of time with 
sharpening, now and later.  This translates to, “If you can afford them, go buy Swiss Made” tools at 
Woodcraft” in Tigard. 

 It is not uncommon to have to spend 20-30 minutes sharpening or conditioning a lower priced 
tool.  Swiss Made are ready to use when purchased, but a caveat is to exam the cutting edge when 
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buying them at Woodcraft on the outside chance they have been returned, slightly used when tested or 
banged around. 

Choice #4 – What to Buy 

 This will depend mostly on what you want to carve, or what classes you are taking.  There is a 
reasonable consensus that there is a core set of 15-20 tools that most carvers always have.  After that a 
project will usually determine what you need to buy next. 

Choice #5 – Stick with One Brand or Mix and Match? 

 Mix and Match.  You will very likely end up a variety of brands, with different numbering 
systems, so learn to live with the UK and Continental numbering systems (Sheffield and Swiss Made). 
One nice advantage for a variety of brands (and handles) is that it makes it faster to find and pick up the 
tool you want. 

Choice #6 – Fishtail blades or Not? 

 Mary May strongly prefers fishtail blades when available because the edge profile gives you 
more options for detail work in tight space.  Chris Pye doesn’t like them so much because there is less 
metal and his thinks they may not stand up to hard work in hard wood.  Chris likes a compromise blade 
style called Allongee, which has a taper over the entire blade compared to the standard straight edge. 

 Any blade styles work.  You might be limited to stock on hand and might not have time to wait 
for a mail order delivery of the ideal blade profile.  My advice is buy fishtails when you can. 

TOP TIER BRANDS 

 Most of us can’t afford to buy the top tier for everything, but it seems to me a good policy to 
buy the best you can afford for the core tools and save money on others.  There may not be consensus 
on these top brands, but my list is: 

PFEIL pronounced “file”, aka Swiss Made.  A large, reputable Swiss company, www.pfeil.com 

In the U.S.  they are sold exclusively by Woodcraft and our local Tigard store usually has a large 
inventory and gives Guild members a 10% discount (be sure to ask for it).  In Canada, Pfeil tools (and 
others) are sold by Chipping Away in Toronto (www.chippingaway.com).  Frequently they have some 
discounts, which usually offset the shipping costs.  They are a good supplier, but Woodcraft is a Guild 
sponsor so try to start there first. 

GERMAN Steel tools are made in foundries, and a major is Wilhelm Schmitt in Germany.  
However, you they do not sell using this name.  Their tools are sold under four major brands, listed 
below.  From what I can tell, the steel and blades are all the same, from the same foundry.  The handles 
and brand markings vary, but prices are generally similar. 

KIRCHEN This is the German word for cherries, and Two Cherries is the brand, 
https://www.kirschen.de/en/Home.html.  Buying these tools is a bit hard.  I have not been able 
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to find this brand in our Portland stores (but see Bracht below).  I have been able to see them 
for sale online at Tools for Working Wood, Chipping Away and Diefenbacher 

LAMP  This is the private label version sold by Woodcarvers Supply in Florida, a solid 
and important mail order supplier (see below).  They sell the value brand called Master Carver 
and have good tools rolls, and if you buy more than $200 at a time you could get a 10% discount 
that Chuck arranged, but it takes an email from me to add you to their list. 
Website is www.woodcarverssupply.com.  Chuck owns some Lamp tools and likes them. 

DASTRA Created in 1835 by David Strasman (hence Dastra).  Sold by Diefenbacher Tools,  
www.diefenbacher.com/dastra.htm.  I like the few that I have, and Mary May used to sell them 
on her web site before she stopped selling tools. 

BRACHT These are stocked locally by Woodcrafters in Portland, and they have a sizeable 
inventory.  Their prices seem to be high, but they do offer a 10% discount to Guild members.  
They are a loyal and long-term Guild sponsor, and I like to support them.  Their staff is first-rate, 
as is their management. 

 

BRITISH  The British have a long carving history and have a world-wide reputation for having 
some of the best steel in the world, centered around Sheffield, England.  Historically great steel was 
produced there because of the proximity to coal, needed for the forges. 

HENRY TAYLOR  This brand is historic but contemporary.  The best supplier I know is Lee 
Valley (www.leevalley.com).   

ASHLEY ILES This brand is also historic but also contemporary.  The best source I know is 
Tools for Working Wood in NYC, (www.toolsforworkingwood.com) a major supplier for a lot of 
woodworking tools and supplies.  First rate company.  I personally love the few Ashley Iles tools I 
have and now prefer them over Swiss Made (except for the round handle).  I personally think 
the TFWW web site is by far the easiest to navigate to see what is in stock. 

SORBY  Robert Sorby is a solid brand, frequently seen with wood turning tools.  Some 
are sold on Amazon, but I don’t think I’ve seen Sorby carving tools at our local suppliers.  I have 
a few and like them. 

AUSTRIAN STUBAI tools are Austrian and are generally considered equivalent to Swiss Made.  I 
have found these tools hard to buy because the marketing is not clear.  The one mail order place in the 
Midwest has had health issues and prices are hard to pin down.  I have found them on Amazon, usually 
at steep prices, but also found some at very low prices and have cherry-picked and got some great deals.   

The Guild bought a lot of Stubai tools as part of a large estate and they are frequently found in the 
rental tool kits. 
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FRENCH AURIOU.  This company has a sterling reputation for other tools, particularly rasps and 
files, but they also make carving tools as specified by Chris Pye.  They are frequently in high demand and 
frequently out of stock.  I have several and love them.  Their tool numbering follows the UK system. 
Suppliers that I know of are Lie Nielsen (www.lie-nielsen.com), Highland Woodworking 
(www.highlandwoodworking.com) and Tools for Working Wood (www.toolsforworkingwoodcom). 

 

ALTERNATIVES 

MASTER CARVER [Note:  It is unclear as of this writing whether these tools are still individually 
sold for $20 each.  Their web site doesn’t list them and I have a call in to try to find out.] 

This is a private brand of Chinese made chisels sold by Woodcarvers Supply in Florida 
(www.woodcarverssupply.com).  They also sell a wide variety of carving and other tools and supplies 
and have a good and long history.  All these tools are sold at a fixed price of $20, and they sell a few sets 
that at a lesser price per tool.  In addition, Chuck has arranged a 10% discount for orders over 
approximately $200.  Shipping costs are low, and tools usually arrive in less than a week.  The edges 
require sharpening and the tools are not useable as supplied.   

This company also sells the LAMP brand of premium tools as not above, but their inventory is not always 
large, and you might have to wait longer.  They sell one of the most practical tool rolls that I’ve found for 
less than $20, which has 30 pockets. 

SCHAAF This is a relatively new company and sells only on Amazon.   They sell a set of 12 tools in 
a modest roll for $96 and you can usually get a 10% discount on your first order by visiting the company 
web site (www.schaaftools.com).  The price per tool is hard to beat.  They are Chinese made and are 
have Swiss Made style hex handles.  So far, the tools we’ve experienced are good quality, but the jury is 
out whether the typical Chinese cycle of dropping quality later as production ramps up.  There are some 
realities, namely: 
 the standard set has not low sweeps 
 they include a few tools that are not very practical 
 the back bevel is thick and eventually should be ground down 
 they require sharpening before use 

SCLUPTURE HOUSE - This is an established NYC company that sells a variety of tools.  Their forge used to 
be in the NYC area, but they recently moved production to Italy.  As a result, they discounted all their old 
tools and sold them through a Colorado company called Mountain Woodcarvers 
(www.mountainwoodcarvers.com).  The Guild and some members bought a fair number at good prices.  
The edges need sharpening, but they offer to sharpen them for you at $3 per edge, well worth it if you 
are just getting started.  The sale inventory is being worked down, but they still have some sizes that 
might be useful.  See https://mountainwoodcarvers.com/collections/full-size-tools 
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EBAY & CRAIGSLIST  One of our new carvers is a skilled shopped and found a sizeable set of 
Swiss Made tools on eBay.  This could be a resource for you.  From time to time I look at Craigslist but 
have never spotted anything worth buying. 

ANTIQUES and ESTATE SALES – The Guild runs an estate sale almost monthly and sometimes there are 
individual tools or small sets.  Keep your eyes open, but you must get on the waitlist an hour before the 
sale starts to get in first because the good tools always sell fast.  In Multnomah Village there is an 
antique store kitty corner from Starbucks and to the left of the counter is an area that has antique 
woodworking tools, and a few times I’ve found decent carving tools, but not often.  One of our members 
drove to the antique store in Lafayette, OR (Dave’s Tools) and bought several tools a few years ago.  I 
visited them recently and bought two antique Addis gouges for a good price.  Their carving tools are 
limited and generally not good, and the owner said good carving tools don’t come in very often and sell 
quickly. 

There are other possibilities.   

Flexcut is makes perhaps the most popular line of palm tools, and they also have long handled tools. 

Marples is an historic UK brand and old tools might be worth looking at.  My perception is that the 
current brand name is owned by Irwin or Black and Decker and it is unclear if they make good new tools. 

Henkels/Schwilling – is an older German brand and you will sometimes find used ones for sale. 

Ukraine – there is a new company starting to sell, but not sure of the name right now. 

Harbor Freight – they sell very cheap, small handled tools that are worth buying for sharpening practice. 

MALLETS 

A carving mallet is essential when working with long handled, mallet-ready, carving tools.  They are not 
used with palm handled or medium handled tools. 

Like every purchase, what you buy depends on your project.  Over time, you will likely end up with 
several mallets, so the main issue is what to buy first. 

A carving mallet has these essential features: 

• round face 
• flat top so they can rest upright 
• weight appropriate to the task 
• a handle that is comfortable for you 
• can be held with the handle, or the head 

 
A common first mallet weighs 18-20 ounces, but this isn't a magic number.  Lighter ones in the 10-12 oz 
range take more work when relieving a lot of wood.  Heavier ones in the 24-30+ range make you tired 
quickly. 
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The feel of the handle is very important.  Too fat and small hands will get tired and you could lose 
control.  Too skinny and your fingers will interfere with each other.  Try to test the feel of the handle, 
and the balance of the head before buying. 

Grip a mallet by the handle to take bigger strikes to remove more wood.  Grip a mallet around its head 
to tap-tap-tap to make fine, more controlled, cuts.  Like the handle, the feel of the head in your hand 
becomes very important.  It is quite possible that you will spend more time gripping around the head 
than around the handle.  Some mallets have quite large heads and are unwieldly for some hands.  The 
beefier Narex one identified below might be one. 

Mallets heads can be wood, vinyl-covered wood or metal (brass or steel).   

In the old days a very dense and heavy wood called Lignum Vitae was used because the desired weight 
could be achieved without making the head too large.  That wood is mostly impossible to find, so other 
woods are used, frequently lighter weight, so the heads frequently have steel or lead in the middle of 
the heads. 

Another alternative is an epoxy-infused mallet, made from wood, but hardened with epoxy.  The Blue 
Spruce mallets are a fine tool, and worth looking at if money is less of a consideration. 

Mary May is frequently shown using a metal-headed mallet, that she also sells on her web site.  I 
personally have concluded that the metal headed one is my go-to mallet when gripping the head, and I 
bought a brass headed one from Peachtree for about $30 (with shipping).  Chuck doesn't care for this 
very much because he finds that he strikes using the handle more often and finds the brass one 
unwieldly. 

A common mallet you will see at Woodcraft and Woodcrafters is made by Wood is Good, has green vinyl 
wrapped around wood and sells in the $20-50 range.  Schaaf is a new company that sells a version for 
somewhat less. 

Narex is a Czech company known mostly for value-priced chisels, but they also make an all wood mallet 
that may be an option but beware of an oversized head for the heavier one. 

A decent online place to start is on Amazon, search for "Carving Mallets".  Don't buy the flat headed 
ones. 

Pfeil sells mallets in the $75- 100 range.  Premium quality, premium pricing. 

Blue Spruce Tools is owned by a Guild member named Dave Jeske, who lives in Sandy.  I adore his 
products.  Premium quality, premium pricing.  Seriously consider buying something of his in your 
lifetime.  The quality is contagious as another Guild toolmaker named John Economaki has popularized 
in his book and with his premium tools (Bridge City Toolworks).  For Blue Spruce see 
https://bluesprucetoolworks.com/collections/mallets/products/round-mallet 

All of this said, you can't go very wrong if you end up with a round head with a flat top, in the 12-22 oz 
range. 
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Other options are to make one yourself or have one made.  The main issue is to find a dense enough 
wood.  We used Hard Maple for Guild’s and they turned out to be on the light side, so we took the 
additional step of boring a hole in the head and using 4 oz lead fishing sinkers from BiMart to weight 
them down. 

One bottom line is to take the time to get your hands on several different mallets. 

There is a ton of information on mallets in print and on the web.  You might try a Google search if you 
want to dig deeper.  Chris Pye doesn't cover mallets in the book we are using but he has another one on 
Materials and Tools that you can look up.  You might also try a Google search for "woodcarving 
illustrated mallets”.  That magazine is one of the few carving magazines still in print. 

EXAMPLE PRICING OF SELECTED TOOLS 

 Swiss 
Made 

Ashley 
Iles 

Henry 
Taylor 

Lamp Two 
Cherries 

Dastra Master 
Carver 

3-14 40 36 35 36 47 39  
3f-14 48  35 37 n/a n/a  
7-14 41 37 38 39 52 39  
11-3 44 37 37 39 52 42  

11-16 54 39 n/a 43 58 58  
12-6 44 44 44 43 45 45  

        
 

Sources (List Prices, found online 9-13-19) 

f means fishtail 
Parting tool = #12 = #39, sometimes #41 
Veiner = #11, a #10 works as does a #9, except their sides are shallower 

Swiss Made – Woodcraft before Guild discount 
Ashley Iles – Tools for Working Wood 
Henry Taylor – Lee Valley 
Lamp – Woodcarvers Supply 
Two Cherries – Diefenbacher 
Dastra – Diefenbacher 
Master Carver – Woodcarvers Supply 


